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Additivity in General Coalition-Games 
MILAN MAREŠ 
The concept of the general-coalition-game was introduced in [3] and [4] without the super-
addivity or additivity assumption. However, the importance of that assumptions in the classical 
coalition-games theory is so great that it is useful to investigate their sense and consequences in the 
general coalition-game model, too. This is done in the presented paper, where their influence on 
the general coalition-game model and, especially, on the stability of solution of such game is 
investigated. Moreover, the concept of subadditivity is introduced and studied here. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of the general coalition-game, introduced in [3] and further investi-
gated in [4], includes a relatively wide scale of more special cooperative and coalition 
games, due to various applications. For some of those special games, known from 
the literature, the superadditivity assumption is usual and natural. For some other, 
this assumption is neither necessary nor desirable, as it unconveniently limits the 
range of their possible applications. It is the main reason why the superadditivity 
of pay-offs was not generally assumed in the model presented in [3], 
However, as the superadditivity and additivity assumptions are important in so 
many classical game models investigated in the known literature (namely in coalition-
games with side-payments and in games with mixed strategies mentioned in [3] and 
well known e.g. from [1], [6] or [7]) it is useful to study their sense in the considered 
general game model, too. Moreover, even the subadditivity assumption is useful 
in some (usually economical) applications. 
It means that it could be useful to mention, at least briefly, the influence of different 
forms of additivity on the general coalition-game model, especially on the existence 
and mutual connections between the strongly and dynamicaly stable solutions of 
such game. It is not so difficult to see that the classes of (strongly or dynamicaly) 
stable coalition structures will be influenced to a greater extent. The consequences 
of the additivity assumptions for the classes of stable configurations (which are 
derived from the stable coalition structures) are closely connected with the analogous 
consequences for the coalition structures. In accordance with this fact, this paper 
is subjected to the properties of stable coalition structures in superadditive general 
coalition-games only, and the configurations are not considered here. The typical 
properties of configurations in such games may be easily derived from the properties 
of coalition structures presented in this paper, by means of methods and results 
introduced in [3] and [4]. 
1. THE CONSIDERED GAME MODEL 
In this section, the definition of the general coalition-game given in [3] is briefly 
repeated, and a few of useful auxiliary notions, introduced also in [3] and [4] are 
reminded. 
In the whole paper, the symbol R denotes the set of all real numbers. 
Let us suppose that / is a non-empty and finite set, and that . / is the class of all 
non-empty subsets of I. Let us suppose, further, that there exists a mapping V from 
the class 21 into the class of subsets of R1, such that for all Kel1 
(1.1) V(K) is closed; 
(1.2) if x = (x,)ie[ e V(K), Y = (y,)iei e R
1 and x{ = yJor all i e K, then y e V(K); 
(1.3) V(K) * 0 , V(K) = RIoK = 9. 
Then the pair T = (I, V) is called a general coalition-game. The elements of the 
sets J and J are called players and coalitions, respectively. The mapping V is the 
general characteristic function of the game F. 
Any partition of the se t / into disjoint subsets is called a coalition structure. The 
class of all coalition structures in the given game will be denoted by K. If X e K, 
•Sf e K then 3C is called a subpartition of JS? iff for every coalition K e J f there 
exists a coalition L e Jif such that K <= L. If M a K is a class of coalition structures 
then the symbol \JM denotes the set of coalitions 
\JM = {MeJ:MeJtfor some J e A l } . 
If K e J is a coalition then the set 
(1.4) V\K) = {x = (x/) teI: if Y = (y,)M e R
1, y, = x, for all ieK and y, > x} 
for some jeK then y $ V(K)} = 
= {x = (Xj);6j: for all z = (zt)ieIe V(K) is either xt > zt for some 
ieK or x(- = zf for all i e K} 
is called the superoptimum of the coalition K. 
352 If Ji c J is a non-empty set of coalitions then 
V(Ji) m n V(M), V*(M) = n V*(M). 
MeJC MeM 
For the empty set of coalitions 0 <= . / it is, by (1.3), 
(1.5) F(0) = V*(0) = R7 . 
It was shown in [3] that for every coalition K e J and for every coalition structure 
XeKis 
(1.6) V(K) u V*(K) = R1, 
and 
(1.7) F(K) n F*(K) * 0 , F(X) n V*(jf) * 0 . 
Every real valued vector x e R7 is called an imputation. If there exists a coalition 
structure X e K such that x e V(X) then x is an admissible imputation. 
The general properties of the notions introduced above were presented in [3] and, 
partially, also in [4]. The following statements describe two of them and introduce 
two further properties, useful for the derivation of some results presented in the 
following sections. 
Lemma 1. If x = (x ;) i6/ e R
7, y = (y^}ieI e R
7, xf g yt for all i 6 / , and if K e J, 
then x e V*(K) => y e F*(K), and y e V(K) -> x e F(X). 
The preceding result was introduced also in [4], and partially in [3] as Remark 1. 
The following lemma was proved in [3] as Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. If K e J and x = (Xi)isI e F(J£) - F*(K) is internal point of V(K) 
then there exists y = (yt)teI e F(K) n V*(i<C) such that yt > xt for all i el. 
Lemma 3. If K, L e J are coalitions such that K n L = 0 then 
K(K) n V(L) = \V(K) n Rx] x [V(L) n RL] x R^<K"L>, 
V*(K) n F*(L) = [F*(X) n RK] x [F*(L) n RL] x &-<*»» . 
Proof. Let x = (xt)M e R
7. Then x e V(K) n V(L) if and only if (xt)ieK e V(K) n 
n RK and (x;)ieL e V(L) e R
L. The same is true for V*, as follows from (1.5), (1.4) and 
from the assumption of disjointness of K and L. 
Lemma 4. Let X, -? e K be coalition structures and let . f be a subpartition 
of .§? such that V(X) => V(££). Then 
V*(X) c F*(jSf). 
Proof. If x 6 V*(X) then for all coalitions K e / i s x e V*(K). It means that 
for all K e X and all y e V(K) is either yt S *t for all i e K, or j,- < x,- for some 
j E JC. Every coalition L £ .S? is a union of some coalitions from Jf, let us denote 
L = X 1 u . . . u K r Then the assumed inclusion V(X) => V(-Sf) implies that 
V(L) cz n V(KS) , 
s=l 
as the coalitions in any coalition structure are disjoint. Then for all imputations 
z e V(L) is either xt Si z{ for all i e L, or there exists j e L such that x. > zy. Con-
sequently, x e V*(L), and the procedure described above may be used for all coali-
tions L 6 JSf. It means that x e V*(££). 
2. AUXILIARY NOTIONS 
In this section, the definitions of a few auxiliary notions introduced in [4] are 
briefly repeated, and their properties which are necessary for the further explanation 
are mentioned. 
A coalition K e J is called effective iff 
V(K) n n V*(J) + 0 . 
JeSJ^K 
A coalition structure Jf e K is called effective from below iff all coalitions in X 
are effective. 
Further, Jf e K is called effective from above iff for every coalition structure S£', 
which is effective from below and such that Jf" is a subpartition of S£, there exists 
an imputation x s V(X) such that x $ V(S£) - F*(jSf). 
A coalition structure JT e K is called effective iff it is effective from below and 
effective from above. 
The classes of coalition structures which are effective from below, effective from 
above and effective are denoted by Kef, K
ef and K°f, respectively. 
It was proved in [4] that there always exists an effective coalition structure in 
every general coalition-game. The following important result was proved in [4] 
as Lemma 3. 
Lemma 5. If L 6 J is not effective then there exists a set of effective coalitions 
J*(L) = {J: J eJ, J <= L, J is effective} 
such that 
V*(L)z> П V*(J). 
JєS*(L) 
354 If j f e K is a coalition structure and Jt c J"" is a set of coalitions then we say 
that Jf is saje flaainsf . # and write J f a Jt iff F(jf) n V*(Jt) #= 0. If Jf is not 
safe against . # then we write Jf non a Jt. 
Lemma 6. If Jf e K is a coalition structure then 
(1) for any Jt c . / , exactly one of the relations X a Jt and J f non cr ̂ # is true; 
(2) if J f e K — Kef then there exists a coalition K e J f and a set of coalitions 
. # c {J: / e / , J c K, J is effective] such that Jf non a Jt; 
(3) if Jf e K - Kef then there exists Sf e Kf{ such that J f is a subpartition of Sf, 
XnonaSe and $* a JT; 
(4) if Jt c .yf c y and J f a JT then Jf a Jt; 
(5) if .4T c J and J f a uT then Xa(Jt u JT); 
(6) if 0 = Jt c ^ then X a Jt. 
The preceding lemma was proved in [4] as Lemma 5. 
A mapping A from the class of coalition structures K into the family of the sub-
classes of the class of coalition structures which are effective from below, 
A: K-*!*", 
such that for every Jf e K is 
A(jf) = { / e Kef: there exists M c Ke[ such that X a ((JM) 
and X non CJ(UA1 u / ) } 
is called a domination structure in the given general coalition-game. 
It is obvious that for any Jf e K and f e Kef is „/ e d( j f ) iff there exists a class 
of coalition structures M <= Kcf such that 
V(jf) n ( n V*(Jt)) * 0 
and 
V(jf) n V*(/) n ( n V* 
The notions and concepts briefly mentioned in this section and investigated in [4] 
enable us to introduce the concept of stability of coalition structures in general 
coalition-game. 
3. STABILITY OF COALITION STRUCTURES 
Even the concept of stability, as well as all preceding notions, was already defined 
in [3] and [4]. Its definition is briefly repeated in this section, and some properties 
of it, useful for the next sections, are introduced. 
A coalition structure J f e K i s strongly stable iff A(jf) — 0. The class of all 355 
strongly stable coalition structures in the considered general coalition-game is 
denoted by S*. 
A coalition structure Jf" e K is dynamicaly stable iff for every finite sequence 
of coalition structures 
\JTTi, ..., JL n\ a Kef 
such that 
Jf1 = j f , j f r e A(tfr_?), r = 2,..., n, 
there exists a finite sequence of coalition structures 
such that 
i ^ s ^ J f , , ) , JS?r6 4.Srr_.), r = 2,. . . ,m, X e <d(ifm) . 
The class of all dynamicaly stable coalition structures is denoted by S. 
The classes of coalition structures which represent the results of rational bargaining 
in a general coalition-game are the classes 
S* and SnKlcf. 
The motivation of their definition was discussed in [4] and in [3], where also 
their general properties were derived. It was shown there, besides other results, that 
the class S* may be empty for some games, but the classes S and S n K|f are always 
non-empty, and 
S* c S <= Kef, S* c Kl
f
{. 
The following lemmas were proved in [4] as Lemma 11 and Lemma 12. 
Lemma 7. If X , if e K, if X e S*, and if there exists a finite sequence of coalition 
structures 
{jf . , . . . , JfH} <= Kef 
such that JT. = Se, Jfr e 4 X , _ . ) , r = 2, ..., n. X e ^ J T , ) , then JS? # S. 
Lemma 8. If JT, i f e K are coalition structures such that F(jf) c V(.Sf) - F*(.Sf), 
then JT non cr i f and i f rj JT. If, moreover, is if e S* then J f §§ S. 
Corollary. If the assumptions of the previous lemma are fulfilled and if i f e Kef 
then J f e K - Kef and i f e A(jf) as follows from the definitions of the effectivity 
from above and of the domination structure A. 
The following useful result was proved in [4] as Theorem 2. 
Lemma 9. A coalition structure Jf is strongly stable iff it is safe against the class 
of all effective coalitions. 
4. SUPERADDITIVE GENERAL COALITION-GAME 
The general coalition-game model presented in [3], further developed in [4], and 
briefly mentioned in the preceding sections of this paper, does not include any form 
of the superadditivity of the payments or utilities obtained by players. These utilities 
are represented by the general characteristic function V. It was shown in [3], that 
the superadditivity, assumed for some well known special cases of coalition-games, 
influences the properties of the general characteristic function. This influence was 
shown, especially, for the coalition-games with side-payments and, partly, also for 
the coalition-games with mixed strategies and utilities. 
As the superadditivity assumption is of a great importance in so many special 
coalition-game models, it is useful to investigate its influence on the general coalition-
game and on the stability of coalition structures in such game. In this section, the 
superadditivity concept is defined for the general coalition-game, and some results, 
following from it and concerning the notions introduced above, are derived. 
The superadditivity in usual coalition-games reflects certain ability of disjoint 
coalitions to increase (or not decrease) their profit by uniting their endeavour. 
Formally, it is expressed as a property of pay-off functions or, if more detailed 
models are used, as a property of sets of strategies. It is easy to see that in case of the 
general coalition-game the superadditivity is a property of the general characteristic 
function, and Section 4 in [3], namely Theorem 4, shows the way how it should be 
formally described. 
Definition 1. Let T = (I, V) be a general coalition-game. The general character-
istic function Vis called super additive iff for any pair of disjoint coalitions K,LeJ 
the inclusion 
(4.1) V(K U I ) D V(K) n V(L) 
holds. The game V is called superadditive iff its general characteristic function is 
superadditive. 
Remark 1. It follows from Definition 1 immediately that if Jf, i£ e K are coalition 
structures in a superadditive coalition-game, and if JT is a subpartition of 3?, then 
v(x) ec v(se). 
Special cases of the superadditive coalition-games were deeply investigated in 
literature. Interesting results are presented e.g. in [7] and [6], many results are sum-
marized in [1]. The model of strongly or dynamicaly stable solution of the general 
coalition-games, introduced in [3] and [4] and briefly repeated in the preceding 357 
sections'of this paper, is an analogy of a similar stability model suggested in [2] for 
superadditive coalition-games with side-payments. It is shown by Theorem 4 of this 
work that the superadditivity introduced by Definition 1 is a generalization of the 
superadditivity concept used in the classical coalition-game models, especially in case 
of coalition-games with side-payments and with the von Neumann-Morgenstern 
characteristic function. 
It was already claimed above that the superadditivity assumption influences the 
properties of the stability and of the objects connected with it. Some results following 
from that influence are given in the remaining part of this section. 
Lemma 10. In a superadditive coalition-game, a coalition structure X e K is 
effective from above iff for every JSf e Kef, such that Jf" is a subpartition of ££, is 
V(X) n V*(X) n V*{Se) * 0 . 9 
Proof. It follows from (4.1) that for any pair of coalition structures X, ££ e K 
such that X is a subpartition of J5? is 
V(X) c v{se) 
(cf. Remark 1) and, consequently, also 
(4.2) V(X) n V*(X) c V(<£). 
According to the definition of the effectivity from above, X e Kef iff there exists an 
imputation x e V(X) such that 
x 4 v{se) - v*(<e), 
and (4.2) implies that this condition is fulfilled iff 
V(X) n V*(X) n V(Se) n V*(££) * 0 . 
This inequality immediately implies the statement of this lemma. 
Lemma 11. If f, Jf 6 K are coalition structures in a superadditive general coali-
tion-game, and if / is a subpartition of Jf, then 
/ e Kef ^> j f e Kef, 
X e Kef and V(f) = V(X) = * / e K e f . 
Proof. If / e Kef and X e K - Kef then there exists <£ e Kef such that X is 
a subpartition of J5f and 
V(X) c V(S£) - V*(<£), 
358 as follows from (4.1) and from Lemma 9. Then / is also a subpartition of Z£ and 
Remark 1 implies that 
v{pt) a v(<e) - v*(se). 
It contradicts to the assumption that / e Kef, and, consequently, Jf e Kef, too. Let 
•*" 6 Kef, V(f) = V(X), and let us denote 
K(X) = {jt eK: Jt is a subpartition of J f} , 
K(f) = {Jt eK: Jt is a subpartition of f) . 
The assumption Jf e Kef implies that there exists an imputation x such that 
x e V(jtT) n ( n V*(Jt)). 
JleK(X) 
But, V(X) = V(f) by assumption, and 
n V*(Jt)c: n V*(Jt), 
MeK(X) MeK(f) 
as K ( / ) c K(jf). (If the class K(f) or both, K ( / ) and K(jf), are empty then the 
respective intersections are equal to R1, as follows from (1.5).) It means that also 
n( n 
MeK(J) 
and / s Kef. 
The superadditivity assumption in a general coalition-game implies some special 
results concerning the properties of the maximal coalition / e / o f all players, and 
the coalition structure {/} e K formed by this single coalition. 
Remark 2. It follows from the definition of superadditivity and from Remark 1 
that for every JfTeK is V(X) c V(l). 
Remark 3. It follows from the definition of effectivity that the coalition IeJ 
is effective iff the coalition structure {/} e K is effective from below. Moreover, {/} is 
always effective from above. 
Remark 4. It follows from Lemma 8 that if the coalition / is effective and for some 
JT e K is V(3t) cz V(I) - V*(I) then Jf is not effective from above. 
Lemma 12. The coalition structure {/} in a superadditive general coalition-game 
is strongly stable iff the coalition / is effective. 
Proof. If / is effective then V(l) n V*(J) #= 0, as follows from the definition 
of effectivity. It means that 
V(I) n ( n V*(X)) * 0 
XeK 
and, consequently, ^({/}) = 0. On the other hand, if {/} e S* then, according to 359 
Lemma 9 
V(l)n( n V*(K)) + 0, 
KeJ*(l) 
where J*(I) = {K: KeJ,K is effective}. Lemma 5 implies that also 
V(I) n ( П V*(K)) Ф 0 
KeS 
and the statement is proved. 
Theorem 1. Let us consider a superadditive general coalition-game. Then there 
exists at least one strongly stable coalition structure in such game if and only if the 
all-players coalition is effective, i.e. if and only if the coalition structure formed by 
this single coalition is effective from below; in symbols: 
S* + 0 o { / } 6 K e f . 
Proof. According to the definition of effectivity from below 
V(I)n(n V*(K))*<b, 
Kef 
iff/ is effective (cf. Remark 3). It means that 
V(I) n ( n V*(tf)) * 0 
XeK 
and, consequently, {/} <r (n*). It means that A({l}) = 0 and {/} e S* + 0. Let us 
suppose, now, that the coalition I is not effective. According to Remark 3, it is equiva­
lent to the assumption that {/} $ Kef. Then, according to Lemma 6, there exists 
a set of effective coalitions Jl a J such that 
V(I) n V*(Jt) = V(I) n ( n V*(M)) = 0 . 
MeJl 
Hence, for any coalition structure X e K is F(Jf) n V*(Jt) = 0, as follows from 
Remark 2. It is not difficult to verify that for every effective coalition L there exists 
at least one coalition structure i f e Kef such that L e if. It is sufficient to put 
<? = {K}u{{;}} t ei-K, 
i.e. to construct i f consisting of the coalition K and of all one-player coalitions of 
players from I — K; the one-player coalitions are always effective. Consequently, 
there exists a class of coalition structures M c Kef such that for every coalition 
structure Jf e K is 
X non o- (UM). 
On the other hand, J f CT 0, as follows from Lemma 6. It means that for every coalition 
structure X e K necessarily exists a class of coalition structures N c M and a coali-
tion structure if e M — N, such that 
J for(UN) and Jf non CT (UN u i f ) . 
Then i f e A(X). As such N and i f may be found for every X e K,it is proved that 
S* = 0. 
Corollary. It follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 12 immediately that S* =(= 0 o 
•o- {/} e S*, in every superadditive general coalition-game. 
Theorem 2. Let us consider a superadditive general coalition-game. If there exists 
a strongly stable coalition structure in the considered game and if a coalition structure 
X e K is such that 
V(X) c V(J) - V*(I) 
then X is neither strongly nor dynamically stable. If, on the other hand, it is 
V(X) n V*(I) = V(X) n V*(X) 
then J f is strongly and dynamically stable. 
Proof. If S* =# 0 then, according to Theorem 1, it is {/} e S*. Lemma 8 implies 
that in such case X is not dynamically stable, i.e. X $ S, if 
V(X) c V(I) - V*(J). 
As S => S*, the first statement is proved. Let be 
(4.3) V(X) n V*(J) = V(X) n F*(jf) . 
As we suppose that {/} e S*, the relation 
V(J) n ( f| F*(L)) * 0 
LE.? 
holds, and there exists x e V(I) such that 
x e V(/) n V*(X) and x e V*(L) for all L e / . 
Then it is also x e V(X), because of (4.3), and X e S* c S. 
It was mentioned in the introductory paragraphs of this section that the definition 
of superadditivity given here should be a generalization of the usual concept of 
superadditivity used especially in the theory of coalition-games with siderpayments. 
The following theorem implies that it is really so. 
Theorem 3. If the considered game F = (I, V) is a coalition-game with side- 361 
payments, i.e. if for every coalition K e J there exists a real number v(K) such that 
V(K) = {x = (x , )„ : I x, ^ »(£)} 
ieK 
then the game E is superadditive if and only if 
(4.4) v(K u L) ^ v(K) + v(L) for all K,LeS, K n L = 0 . 
Proof. Let (4.4) be true for K, Le J, K n L = 0. Let us choose 
x = (x , ) w e V(K) n F(L). 
Then 




X x ; ^ «(£) + »(L) = v(K u L) 
ieKuL 
and x e F(X u L). Let, on the other hand, (4.4) be not true for some K,LeJ, 
K n L = 0. Then there exists x = (x,) i6/ e R
1 such that 
£ x , = «(*) , E x ; = »(L), ^ ** > < «
 u L ) • 
ieK ieL ieKuL 
Then x e V(K) and x e F(L) but x £ F(K u L). 
The connection between the strong and dynamic stability may be specified for the 
superadditive coalition-games with side-payments (cf. [3], Section 4) in the follow-
ing way. 
Theorem 4. Let us suppose that the considered superadditive general coalition-
game r = (J, V) is a coalition-game with side-payments, i.e. for every coalition 
K e J there exists a number v(K) e R such that 
v(K u L) ^ v(K) + v(L) for K,LeJ, K n L = 0 , 
and 
V(K) = {x = (x , ) w : X x, = t>(K)} , KeK. 
ieK 
If there exists at least one strongly stable coalition structure in such game L then 
every dynamically stable coalition structure is also strongly stable, and a coalition 
structure Jf is strongly stable if and only if the sum of the values v(K) for all K e Jf 
is equal to v(l). In symbols 
S* 4= 0 o S* = S = {X e K: £ i>(K) = -(/)} . 
KeX 
362 Proof. In the assumed type of games, the following equation holds for every 
KeJ: 
F*(K) = {x = (xOie,: X>i = » ( * ) } • 
ieK 
If S* =t= 0 then {/} e S*, as follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 12. Let us consider 
an arbitrary coalition structure X e K. If 
E <K) < <i) 
KeX 
then necessarily 
F(jf) c V(I) - V*(I) 
and, according to Theorem 2, Jf ^ S. If, on the other hand 
E <K) = v(I) 
KeX 
then 
V(jf) n V*(X) = {x = (X;),.e/: £ x( = v(K) for all K e X } = 
ieK 
= {x = (x;)je/: E *i = «<--)/
o r allKeJf and £ x, = f(i)} = 
iE/C i e f 
= F( j f ) n V*(l). 
It follows from Theorem 2 that then is Jf e S*. It follows from the previous steps 
of this proof that 
S* = {X e K: X f(K) = r(/)} . 
KeJT 
The preceding theorem is an analogy of a similar result proved for the superadditive 
coalition-games with side-payments in [2] in Theorem 5.2. 
5. SUBADDITIVE GENERAL COALITION-GAMES 
The concept of subadditivity is, in certain sense, an opposite one to the super-
additivity concept. Its special cases for the classical coalition-games, namely for the 
games with side-payments, contradict the usual interpretation of the game model 
and of the von Neumann-Morgenstern characteristic function of the coalition-game. 
It is the cause why it was not considered and investigated in the classical theory of 
coalition-games. 
However, the notion of subadditivity has its sense in case of some special coalition-
games, namely the market games mentioned in [3], and for some games investigated 
in [5]. In this section, the main properties of the subadditive general coalition-games 
are derived, and it is shown that the subadditivity assumption essentially simplifies 
some properties of stability in general coalition-games. 
Definition 2 . Let T = (J, V) be a general coalition-game. The general charac- 363 
teristic function Vis called subadditive iff for any pair of disjoint coalitions K, LB J 
the inclusion 
(5.1) V*(K u L) ^ V*(K) n V*(L) 
holds. The game T is called subadditive iff its general characteristic function is 
subadditive. 
Lemma 13. If the inclusion V(K u L) c V(K) n V(L) holds for all K,LeJ, 
K n L = 0, then the considered game is subadditive. 
Proof. Let us consider K,Le J, K n.L = 0. Let x = (x ;) te / # V*(K u L). Then 
there exists y = (j>;)ie/ e V(K u L) such that yt ^ x ; for all i e K u L, and }>_, > x,-
for some j e K u L. If 
V(K u L) c V(K) n V(L) 
then y e V(X) and y e V(L) and, consequently, x £ V*(X) or x £ V*(L). It means that 
also x £ V*(K) n V*(L). 
Lemma 14. A coalition K e / i n a subadditive general coalition-game is effective iff 
V(K) n ( n V*({i})) 4= 0 . 
ieK 
Proof. For every L e / , it is 
V*(L) ^ n V*((0) 
ieL 
as follows from Definition 2. It means that if 
V(K) n ( n V*({i})) * 0 
ieK 
then also 
V(JC) n ( n V*(L)) 4= 0 , 
and K is effective. The opposite implication follows from the effectivity definition 
immediately. 
Lemma 15. A coalition structure Jf e K in a subadditive general coalition-game 
is effective from below iff 
(5.2) V(X)n(nV*({0))*«>-
Proof. The statement of this lemma follows from Lemma 14. All coalitions in J f 
are effective iff (5.2) is true. 
364 Lemma 16. Every coalition structure in a subadditive general coalition-game is 
effective from above, i.e. X = Kel. 
Proof. Let X,S£ e K, and let X be a subpartition of S£. Then 
V*(X) c V*(Sf) 
as follows from Definition 2. Relation (1.7) implies 
V*(X) n V(X) * 0 
and, consequently, 
V(X) n V*(^) * 0 . 
Then the inclusion V(X) c V(se) - V*(Se) cannot be true and X is necessarily 
effective from above. 
Let us denote, now, by the symbol f0 the coalition structure of exactly all one-
player coalitions 
A = {«W-
This coalition structure plays an important role in the subadditive general coalition-
games theory. Its importance reminds of the role of the all-players coalition / and 
of the corresponding coalition structure {/} in the superadditive general coalition-
games. 
Theorem 5. A coalition structure X e K in a subadditive general coalition-game 
is strongly stable if and only if it is safety against the coalition structure f0 of all 
one-player coalitions, X a f0, i.e. iff V(X) n V*(f0) =j= 0. 
Proof. It follows from Definition 2 that 
V*(Se) => V*(f0) for any S£ e K . 
If V(X) n V*(f0) 4= 0 then 
V(X) n ( fl V*(Se)) 4= 0 
and X e S*. The opposite implication follows directly from the definition of the 
strong stability. 
Corollary. The coalition structure f0 is always strongly stable, if the considered 
general coalition-game is subadditive, as follows from (1.7) and from Theorem 5. 
Consequently, the class S* of strongly stable coalition structures is non-empty if the 
considered game is subadditive. 
The mutual relation between the strong and dynamic stability of coalition structures 
is, in subadditive general coalition-games, even stronger than in case of the super-
additive ones, as follows from the next theorem. 
Theorem 6. A coalition structure in a subadditive general coalition-game is 365 
dynamically stable if and only if it is strongly stable, i.e. S = S*. 
Proof. It was proved in [4] and mentioned in Section 3 of this paper that S* e= S. 
Let us suppose a coalition structure JT e K — S*. It means that 
Jf non CT f0 
as follows from Theorem 5. As, according to Lemma 6, is 2f a 0, the relation 
f0 e A(JT) is true. It follows from Lemma 7 and from the previous Corollary of 
Theorem 5 that 3f $ S. 
Corollary. It follows from the previous theorems that 
Kef = Kl
!
( = S = S* 
in every subadditive general coalition-game. 
Even if the concept of subadditivity is not usualJy considered in the coaJition-
games with side-payments, it may be expressed by means of conditions fulfilled by 
the von Neumann-Morgenstern characteristic function. 
Theorem 7. If the considered game F = (I, V) is a coalition-game with side-
payments, i.e. if for every coalition KeJ there exists a real number v(K) such that 
(5.3) V(K) = {x = (Xi)isI:ZXi=v(K)} 
ieK 
then the game L is subadditive if and only if 
v(K u L) g v(K) + v(L) for every K,LeJ, K n L = 0 . 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is analogous to the one of Theorem 3. It follows 
from (5.3) immediately that for every coalition K e J is 
ieK 
Let us consider K, Le J, K n L = 0, and let 
v(K u L) S v(K) + v(L). 
Let us choose an imputation 
x = (x()ieI e V*(K) n V*(L). 
Then 
£ X; S »(K) and J] xf ^ f(L). 
366 Hence 
£ x, ^ v(K) + v(L) = D(X U L) 
feKuL 
and x e V*(K u L). Let us suppose, now, that 
v(K) + v(L) < v(K u L) for some K,LeJ, K n L = 0 . 
Then there exists x = (x,)ie/ e R
1 such that 
£ x ; = f(X:) and £ x, = »(L). 
ieK ieL 
It means that x s V*(X) and x = V*(L) but x £ V*(K u L). 
6. ADDITIVE GENERAL COALITION-GAMES 
The concept of additivity is considered, as an extremal case of superadditivity, 
in the coalition-games theory, e.g. in [6] or [7]. It is not difficult to generalize it for 
the case of general coalition-games and to investigate its influence on the properties 
of stability in such games. 
Definition 3. Let T = (I, V) be a general coalition-game. The general characteristic 
function V is called additive iff it is superadditive and subadditive. The game L is 
called additive iff its general characteristic function Fis additive. 
Remark 5. It follows from Definition 3 that V is additive iff for every pair of 
disjoint coalitions K, L e J is 
(6.1) F ( K u L ) => V(K)n V(L) 
and 
(6.2) V*(K u L) 3 V*(K) n V*(L). 
Remark 6. If for every pair of disjoint coalitions K, Le J is 
V(K u L) = V(K) n V(L) 
then the general characteristic function Fis additive, as follows from Definition 3 
Definition 2 and Lemma 13. 
The additivity of a general coalition-game represents an extremal degeneration 
of the profitability of the cooperation among players. In such game, the cooperation 
and the coalition forming does not practically influence the utility obtained by the 
formed coalitions. It means that all coalition structures have equivalent possibilities 
to satisfy the rational demands of players. It is formulated, more exactly, in the next 
statement. 
Theorem 8. Every coalition structure in an additive general coalition-game is 367 
strongly stable. 
Proof. It follows from (1.2) that for every one-element coalition {;'} e / , jel, 
there exists a real number x* e R such that 
(6-3) V({j}) ={x = (Xi)ie}: Xj <; x*} , 
H W ) = {* = (xt)v- *j = **} • 
It means that 
** = (x*)ie/ e V({i}) n V*({i}) 
for all i el. The superadditivity of Vimplies that 
x* e V(K) for all KeS, 
and then 
x* e V(X) for all J f e K . 
If #o is the coalition structure of exactly all one-player coalitions, 
/ o = {{*}}«. 
then 
x* e F*( /0) 
and 
x* e V(X) n F* ( / 0 ) for all X e K . 
The subadditivity of Fallows to use Theorem 5. It means that X e S* for all'Jf e K. 
Corollary. It follows from the preceding theorem that 
K = Kc[ = K
c! = K'J, = S = S* 
in every additive general coalition-game. 
Remark 7. If x* = (x*)iel e R
1 is the imputation defined by (6.3) then Theorem 8, 
Theorem 6 and (6.3) imply that for every KB J and every X e K is 
x* e V(K) n V*(K) and x* e V(X) n V*(X). 
Morevover, 
{**} = V(/o) n F*(/0) 
where , / 0 = {{i}},sj is the coalition structure of exactly all one-player coalitions. 
The definition of additivity, introduced in this section, is really a generalization 
of the additivity of coalition-games with side-payments, as follows from the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 9. If the considered game L = (I, V) is a coalition-game with side-
payments, i.e. if for every coalition K e / there exists a real number v(K) such that 
V(K) = {x = (x,)teI: £ x, <; »(K)} 
then the game L is additive if and only if 
v(K u L) = w(K) + v(L) for all X , L e / , K n L = « , 
Proof. The theorem follows from Definition 3 and from Theorem 3 and Theorem 7. 
7. CONCLUSION 
The concepts of superadditivity and additivity belong to the most important and 
frequented notions of the classical coalition-games theory. Even the concept of the 
subadditivity, which is not usually investigated in the known literature, has its sense 
in some special modifications and applications of the coalition-game models. The 
consequences of these concepts for the (strong or dynamic) stability of coalition 
structures derived in this paper may help us to see their sense for a much wider class 
of coalition-games. 
Further results, concerning especially the stability of configurations (see [4]), 
obviously follow from the results introduced here and from the definitions of the 
stability of configurations. Some other, more detailed, results could be surely derived 
for particular special cases of general coalition-games. It concerns, especially, the 
coalition-games with restricted side-payments and the market games (see [3] and 
[5]), or other nomclassical modifications of the general coalition-game model. 
(Received April 18, 1978.) 
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